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RECOMMENDATIONS
The importance of Mathematics for our daily wellbeing, the technological and economic
development of Africa and our national development plans is undeniable.
The state of the art of our country developments and the need to take advantage upstream and
downstream the new technology and innovations, show that African Countries face the following
challenges among others:


Energy and water resources and supply,



Rapid development of Information and communication technology,



Digitalization (Economy, Administration, …)



Security (internet, land, etc…)



Artificial Intelligence



Diseases, Epidemiology



Climate change / Desertification Floods



Education for all,



..

Moreover, in view of the Sustainable Development Goals defined by United Nations and the
commitment of the recommendation of African Union for African states to devote up to 1% of their
budgets to Research and Innovations, the General Assembly of the 10th PACOM (2022)
recommends :
- To Raise the awarness of the usefulness of basic mathematics in our daily life :


graphs and maps



logical reasonning

- To Disseminate mathematical research outcomes …
- To Build/Equip modern facilities for teaching, training and research
(Intelligent lecture halls, Fablabs, ...)
- To Hire mathematicians in Engineering Colleges and Management Departments
- To Train a critical mass of mathematicians in pure and applied mathematics
(for immediate, short and long term needs)
- To support Capacity building
(Training, mobility, etc)
- To Enhance the existing schools and departments of Mathematics
(Regularly update and improve curricula)
- To establish Patnerships between Universities and Industries


Train mathematicians according to the need of industries



Co-design (co-construct) curricula



Encourage inter-disciplinary teams for solving real world problems



Facilitate student internships



Implement models



Develop Patents and Intellectual Properties



Mutualize resources



Create start-ups for the insertion of young graduants

- To create Data Centers with Open Access
- To create a Mathematical Society in each african country
which would monitor networks, …, and advise Decision Makers
- To Create or reinforce PhD schools with a pool of advisers available for students
(for current needs and a sustainable development)
- To Support South-South as well as North-South partnerships
- To Introduce Computer Science in basic schools
and eventually
- To Encourage Mathematics career by improving the conditions of Mathematics Teachers
and Researchers.
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